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Abstract 
Microcracking in trabecular bone is responsible both for the mechanical degradation and 
remodeling of the trabecular bone tissue. Recent results on trabecular bone mechanics have 
demonstrated that bone tissue microarchitecture, tissue elastic heterogeneity and tissue-level 
mechanical anisotropy all should be considered to obtain detailed information on the mechanical 
stress state. The present study investigated the influence of tissue microarchitecture, tissue 
heterogeneity in elasticity and material separation properties, and tissue-level anisotropy on the 
microcrack formation process. Microscale bone models were executed with the extended finite 
element method. It was demonstrated that anisotropy and heterogeneity of the bone tissue 
contribute significantly to bone tissue toughness and the resistance of trabecular bone to 
microcrack formation. The compressive strain to microcrack initiation was computed to increase 
by a factor of four from an assumed homogeneous isotropic tissue to an assumed anisotropic 
heterogenous tissue. 
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1. Introduction 
Microcracks form in vivo and are considered central to the understanding of bone mechanical 
degradation (Frost, 1960; Wenzel et al., 1996; Verborgt et al., 2000; Acevedo et al., 2018). Images 
of 2D and 3D (Lambers et al., 2013) histological sections, scanning electron microscopy (Thurner 
et al., 2007), contrast enhanced micro-computed tomography (µCT) imaging (Wang et al., 2007) 
and synchrotron imaging (Larrue et al., 2011) all reveal the prominence of the linear microcrack 
configuration. Figure 1A-B each depict a single trabeculae containing a linear microcrack. In Fig. 
1A  the microcrack is shown in a basic Fuchsin stained histological section under fluorescent light, 
while in Fig. 1B the similar microcrack is visualized by a µCT scan of bone stained with BaSO4. 
Both images demonstrate that the crack surfaces of linear microcracks in trabecular bone are 
predominantly aligned with the local trabecular bone surface.  Figure 1C depicts a µCT scan image 
of multiple trabeculae with linear microcracks broadly distributed throughout the tissue. 

Relationships between microcrack parameters and mechanical loading, and/or bone 
biological conditions have been established in several studies (Mori et al., 1997; Allen and Burr, 
2007; Lambers et al., 2013). Yet, at the same time, the biomechanical processes leading to 
microcrack formation are not fully understood. One finding relates microcrack formation to 
mechanical strains (Goff et al., 2015), but another study finds no clear evidence for such a 
relationship (Tassani et el., 2018). Recent data have described the influence of tissue heterogeneity 
on microcracking (Torres et al., 2016), however, the effects of combined heterogeneity and 
anisotropy are not known. 

Computational simulations leading to discrete microcrack formation can be conducted 
within the framework of cohesive material separation, either through the use of a cohesive element 
formulation (Planas et al., 2002) or in the context of the extended finite element method (XFEM) 
(Sukumar et al., 2015). The cohesive material separation approach was used in investigations of 
crack initiation and propagation in bone across length scales. In (Siegmund et al., 2008) the 
approach was applied to the nanoscale mineralized collagen fibril, (Hamed and Jasiuk, 2013) 
applied the approach up to microscale lamellar bone, while (Abdel-Wahab et al., 2012; Besdo and 
Vashishth, 2012; Feerick et al., 2013) considered this approach in mesoscale cortical bone. Tomar 
(2008) applied the cohesive modeling technique in an investigation of microcrack formation in 
trabecular bone under dynamic loading and considering a 2D model. Here a XFEM approach is 
applied in 3D to allow for largely mesh-independent cracking. 

 We hypothesized that the processes of microcrack formation and tissue resistance against 
microcracking are intrinsically related to the tissue biomechanical heterogeneity and tissue 
anisotropy of the deformation/tissue separation response. In (Hammond et al., 2018) we have 
demonstrated that both tissue heterogeneity and tissue anisotropy have significant influence on the 
mechanical stress state in trabecular bone. Therefore, we tested our hypothesis by comparing the 
outcomes of finite element simulations of microcrack formation under four different combinations 
of tissue biomechanical properties varying tissue heterogeneity and anisotropy.  
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2. Materials and Methods 
2.1.  Sample and Model Preparation 

A trabecular core was obtained from the distal femur of a human cadaver through the Indiana 
University School of Medicine Anatomical Education Donor Program. The trabecular core was 
imaged with a Skyscan 1172 µCT system (Bruker µCT, Kontich, Belgium) with an isotropic voxel 
size of 5.88 µm. NRecon (Bruker µCT) was used to reconstruct voxels with attenuation 
coefficients in the 0 to 0.11 mm-1 range, and Dataviewer (Bruker µCT) was used to vertically align 
the images. The sample had a bone volume fraction of 18.2% and an average trabecular thickness 
of 68.3 µm. Manufacturer supplied hydroxyapatite phantoms of 250 and 750 kg/m3 were used to 
calibrate the mineral density (ρ) for each image grayscale (GS) value. The linear relationship        
ρGS = 11.1 kg/m3 × GS – 255 kg/m3, derived from a linear fit of the grayscales of the phantoms, 
was used to assign spatially varying tissue density values to each element.  Collagen lamellae are 
known to be aligned with the local surface (Reznikov et al., 2015; Georgiadis et al., 2016). The 
anisotropy of the tissue is defined by computing the local normal (i) to the tissue surface (j, k) as 
defined in (Hammond et al., 2018). 

Using CTAn (Bruker µCT), regions of interest were selected to isolate a domain (280 µm 
x 275 µm x 223 µm) containing a single rod-like trabecula (Ltrab=160 µm trabecular length, 90 µm 
minimum trabecular thickness), and a cube bone core (side length Hcore=3000 µm) from the center 
of the trabecular compartment. Gaussian smoothing was applied to the regions of interest. The 
Otsu method was used to determine the optimal threshold to separate bone from marrow. ScanIP 
(Simpleware, Montainview, CA) was used to create a free continuum finite element mesh and to 
associate the average grayscale of the bone tissue in each region of interest.  

For the single trabeculae model, loading under displacement control was achieved by fully 
constraining one model face while applying a transverse displacement to the opposite face. The 
finite element mesh consisted of 72,614 fully integrated 10 node tetrahedral elements. At the 
smallest cross section, the mesh consisted of 25 elements across the section.  

For the bone core models, a transaxial compressive displacement was applied to the nodes on 
the upper transaxial surface. All nodes on the lower transaxial surface were fully constrained. All 
other external surfaces remained free. The finite element mesh consisted of 2,544,945 fully 
integrated 10 node tetrahedral elements. For the smallest trabeculae, the mesh consisted of at least 
4 or 5 elements across the section.  
 

2.2.  Tissue Biomechanical Properties 
Trabecular bone tissue was considered as a linear elastic solid with microcracks nucleating and 
growing. Simulations of elastic deformation, microcrack initiation and microcrack growth were 
carried out by the use of a non-linear, large displacement finite element method with enriched 
elements applying principles of the extended finite element method (XFEM) with multisite 
microcracking. Four models were created for both the single trabeculae and the bone core (Fig. 2).  
Tissue elastic and failure properties are allocated in the models with spatial heterogeneity and 
anisotropy. In anisotropic models, transversely isotropic elastic properties were defined as 2Ei = 
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Ej = Ek, νjk = 1.25νji = 0.37, and Gjk = 1.5Gji. Ratios between the moduli i-axis and the jk-plane are 
similar to those observed experimentally (Reisinger et al., 2011). Isotropic models had values of 
E, ν, and G equal to those in the plane of symmetry (Ej, νjk, and Gjk). In heterogeneous models, Ei 
and E were adjusted based on a scaling factor derived from the ratio of the modulus calculated 
using the average local density within each element and the modulus calculated using the global 
average density in the model. Following models (Rho et al., 1995), the relationship E/E0 = (0.912 
m2/s2 × ρGS – 66.2) was used to convert each local density value to the respective normalized local 
isotropic modulus. Heterogeneity did not alter νjk or ν, but varying Ei or E dictated the effect of 
heterogeneity on Gjk or G, respectively. The scan data lead to density values ranging between 
min(ρGS )=777.3 kg/m3 and max(ρGS)=1576.5 kg/m3 with an average value density avg(ρGS)=1168 
kg/m3. 

Two microcrack formation criteria are considered. In isotropic tissue models, microcracks 
initiate if the ratio of maximum tensile principal stress (sp,max) to microcrack ignition strength smax 
fulfilled the criterion f=1:  

   (1) 
Microcracks are then formed in a plane normal to the maximum principal stress direction 
computed from the local stress state. In anisotropic tissue models, microcracks initiate if the  
maximum nominal stress criterion is fulfilled, f=1:  

                     (2) 
Here, ti is the normal traction in the direction of the trabecular surface outward normal (i), and tj 
and tk are the respective shear tractions. The microcrack initiation strength was related to the local 
elastic modulus and is characterized by a reference strain e 0. In isotropic models 
e 0=smax/E=(1/500), and in anisotropic models e 0=smax/Ei =(1/500). Once a microcrack initiation 
criterion is fulfilled, the tractions across the microcrack decline linearly until a critical separation 
dc is reached where traction vanish. This corresponds to the situation of microcracks bridged by 
mineralized collagen fibrils (Thurner et al., 2007). The microcrack toughness is Gc= (1/2)smax·dc 

=0.5 MPa mm, and that value is constant in all cases. In heterogeneous models, both the modulus 
and strength increase from near surface domains the interior domains by a factor of two. At the 
same time the value of dc declines from the trabecular surface into the trabecular interior by a 
factor of two. Thus, near surface domains are less brittle (low strength and slow decline in traction 
with microcrack opening) while the trabecular interior is more brittle (high strength and rapid 
decline the traction with microcrack opening). Friction between microcrack surfaces is neglected. 
Following (Lu et al., 1994) this should have minor influence on the energy release rates at the 
microcrack tips. 
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2.3. Analysis 
Figure 3 depicts the single trabeculae and the bone core model, including the displacement 
boundary conditions and details of the FE mesh. The single trabeculae was loaded under an applied 
eccentric displacement Uappl such that the applied strain is eappl=Uappl/Ltrab. The bone core model 
was loaded under an applied compressive displacement Uappl along the main trabecular direction 
such that the applied strain is eappl=Uappl/Hcore. For elements where the microcrack initiation 
criterion was fulfilled (f = 1) the signed distance function from each node to the microcrack plane, 
the displacement of each node, and the energy dissipation due to the microcrack was recorded. 
Stress and strain values were extrapolated to the crack tip to determine if both the damage initiation 
criterion is satisfied and to determine the crack propagation direction. The location of the 
microcrack plane within each element was calculated from the initial coordinates of each node, the 
nodal displacements, and the signed distance function to the microcrack plane. Subsequently, the 
microcrack area for each individual element is obtained using the f = 1 criterion. Each element was 
separated into its respective microcrack region allowing the total number of microcracks and 
individual microcrack areas to be determined. The total microcrack area and total energy 
dissipation due to microcracking were obtained. Regions within 20 µm of the applied boundary 
conditions in the single trabecula and 200 µm of the applied boundary conditions in the core were 
excluded from the data analysis to remove the effects of stress concentrations from the application 
of the boundary conditions.  

The commercial FE code ABAQUS/Standard v2017 (Dassault Systèmes SIMULIA, Johnston, 
RI), was employed for the simulation and the visualization. Model creation and post processing 
was conducted in MATLAB R2018a (Mathworks, Nantick, MA). Simulations were stopped when 
the displacement necessary to compute a further increment was less than 10 pm in the single 
trabecula models and 30 fm in the bone core models.  
 
3. Results 

3.1.  Microcracking in the Single Trabecula Model 
In the single trabecula models, both IsoHmg and IsoHtg models resulted in the formation of 
transverse cracks at the site of minimal trabecular thickness (Fig. 4 A-B), with the microcrack 
initiating at the trabecular surface and propagating towards the interior in both cases. In AnisoHmg 
and AnsioHtg models, the morphology of the microcrack was contained within the interior of the 
trabecula with the crack surface parallel to the trabecula surface (Fig. 4 C-D). Heterogeneity altered 
the site of microcrack initiation and subsequent growth in the anisotropic models. When the tissue 
was assumed as homogeneous, the microcrack was located deep into the trabecula interior (18 µm 
away from the surface), while for the heterogeneous tissue model the microcrack was close to the 
trabecula surface (3.3 µm away from the surface). 

Figure 5A depicts the computed evolution of the microcrack relative to normalized applied 
strain eappl/e0 . The transverse microcracks in the IsoHmg and IsoHtg scenerios initiated at small 
values of eappl/e0 and subsequently grew rapidly in both cases. Anisotropy was found to delay 
microcrack initiation. The value of eappl/e0 at microcrack initiation for the AnisoHmg model was 
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7.5 times that for the IsoHmg model, and for the AnisoHtg model 3 times that of the IsoHtg (Fig. 
5A). While heterogeneity did not affect microcrack initiation in the isotropic models, its effect in 
anisotropic models was notable. For the AnisoHtg model, microcrack growth occurred much 
earlier than in the AnisoHmg model, but the subsequent crack growth was negligible up to the 
crack initiation of the AnsioHtg model.  In the isotropic models the predicted microcrack growth 
rate was high instantaneously, a feature of brittle failure. In the anisotropic models, the predicted 
growth rate following initiation was low and only later increased, a feature of a damage tolerant 
system. Combined effects between anisotropy and heterogeneity on microcrack growth were 
strongest in the energy dissipated per microcrack area data. At a microcrack area of 0.0015 mm2, 
there was over a 3-fold higher energy dissipation predicted for the AnisoHtg case compared to the 
AnisoHmg case. This finding indicates a substantive difference in the progression of material 
separation in the period beyond microcrack initiation. On the other hand, the effect of 
heterogeneity in the isotropic models was minimal (Fig. 5B). 
 

3.2 Microcracking in the Bone Core Model 
Examples of predicted microcracks in the bone core models are depicted in Fig. 6. For the IsoHmg 
model, Fig. 6 A, transverse microcracks are formed, consistent with the single trabecula model, 
Fig. 4 A-B. For the AnisoHmg model, Fig. 6B, microcracks following the trabecular surface are 
formed, consistent with the single trabecula model, Fig. 4 C-D.  

Figure 7A depicts the cumulative microcrack area in dependence of eappl/e0 for the bone 
core models and all four tissue biomechanical models. Values for the applied strain at crack 
initiation (eini/e0) are given. In the homogenous models, the first microcrack initiation occurred 
again early on and the subsequent microcrack area growth rate is high instantaneously after crack 
initiation. For the anisotropic models, the first microcrack initiation is delayed relative to the 
isotropic cases. Subsequently, further microcrack area accumulation is slow and only later 
increases to the growth rates of the isotropic cases. The increases in microcrack area were driven 
by microcrack growth in the isotropic models. However, for the anisotropic models, the 
microcrack area increases through both the formation of additional microcracks and the growth of 
individual microcracks (Fig. 7B). While the energy dissipation per total microcrack area was 
higher for the anisotropic models than for the isotropic models (Fig. 7 C). Combining data from 
Fig. 7 B and Fig. 7 C, the energy dissipation per microcrack can be estimated. In AnisoHmg model 
the energy dissipated per microcrack was approximately 1.5 times higher than in the AnisoHtg 
model while the difference in the isotropic models was not substantial. 

Figure 8 depicts the spatial distribution of microcrack lengths (numbered from largest to 
smallest) at a total microcrack area of approximately 2.5x10-3 mm2 in all models. Comparing 
predictions for the isotropic and anisotropic models, anisotropy drastically altered the location of 
microcracks and increased number of microcracks present. Heterogeneity altered the relative sizes 
of each microcrack within a model, but overall if a microcrack was present in a location in the 
homogeneous model a corresponding microcrack was also present in the heterogeneous model in 
both the isotropic and anisotropic case. Heterogeneity did not alter the location of the initial 
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microcrack in the isotropic model but did in the anisotropic model. In the anisotropic models, 
several locations had multiple discrete and small microcracks in close proximity and this effect 
was more pronounced in the heterogeneous anisotropic model. 
 Figure 9 summarizes the growth for individual microcracks with respect to the normalized 
post-initiation strain (eappl- eini)/e0. For the isotropic models with the maximum principal stress 
criterion, the growth of the initial transverse microcrack dominates over all other microcracks 
formed at a later stage. Although secondary microcracks formed, these remained comparatively 
small. This dominating effect was found to be most apparent in the isotropic homogeneous case. 
For the anisotropic models, the initial microcrack did not become dominant. Several microcracks 
formed at a later time are of similar length (AnisoHmg) or even longer (AnisoHtg) than the initial 
microcrack. In addition, several smaller microcracks formed. 
 
4. Discussion 
The present computation supported the hypothesis that microcracking is related to the 
biomechanical tissue anisotropy (i.e. the transverse isotropic moduli and the microcrack initiation 
criterion imposed on the tissue anisotropy) and heterogeneity (i.e. the spatially varying moduli and 
microcrack initiation strength). The hypothesis of the role of anisotropy was confirmed: only the 
models with anisotropy accounted for in the microcrack initiation criterion predicted the formation 
of linear microcracks (Fig. 4 C-D, Fig. 5 B) as well as a wide spatial distribution of similar-sized 
microcracks (Fig. 8 C-D). Heterogeneity in the tissue was observed to locate microcracks closer 
to the experimentally observed locations near and parallel to the trabecular surface.  

The deformation of trabeculae in a bone core involves complex stress states. Microcrack 
initiation in trabecular bone can be discussed in the context of the mechanics of axial deformation, 
bending and shear deformation, as well as torsion of individual trabecula. The mechanics of such 
stress and deformation problems on basic geometries (circular rods) is well understood. However, 
the specifics of the biomechanical properties of the trabecular bone tissue and the 
microarchitecture impose substantive complexities. In the end, trabeculae are curved members 
with near circular cross section of varying diameter across the span, possessing radially graded 
mechanical properties as well as radial anisotropy. Structural members with low modulus at the 
surface and higher modulus in the interior can possess flexural stress distributions where the 
maximum normal stress no longer occurs at the surface (Aldousari, 2017). This effect has been 
described as a shielding effect in bone (Torres et al., 2016). Tissue heterogeneity is responsible for 
the alteration of initiation site for linear microcrack initiation. Then the question arises whether the 
initiation of linear microcracks is due to shear tractions or transversal normal tractions. Additional 
numerical experiments on the single trabeculae model with either shear or normal separation 
blocked, reveal that linear microcrack initiation is transverse shear dominated. In homogeneous 
and isotropic beams, the maximum shear stress arises at the neutral axis, and is intrinsically 
connected to the linear dependence of the flexural stress in dependence on the distance from the 
neutral axis. This is similar to the anisotropic-homogenous case considered. The tissue 
heterogeneity alters the flexural stress state (Aldousari, 2017) such that a local maximum in 
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flexural stresses occurs subsurface, and that local maximum is then linked to secondary maximum 
in transverse shear stress near the surface. As the shear strength is low due to the tissue 
heterogeneity, linear microcrack initiation is predicted in the trabecular interior close to the 
trabecular surface. The radial symmetry of anisotropy and heterogeneity are responsible for the 
microcrack growth into internal microcracks with surfaces parallel to the trabecular surfaces. For 
the isolated trabeculae, this effect was not effective in delaying microcrack initiation (Fig. 5A). 
Heterogeneity did, however, increase the energy dissipation during microcrack growth in both the 
transverse and the linear microcracks (Fig. 6 B) in the single trabeculae model. No conclusive 
evidence of similar effects on the bone core model could be established. Heterogeneity increased 
the number of microcracks (AnisoHm vs. AnisoHtg. Fig. 7 B), but the respective energy 
dissipation was higher for the AnisoHmg case. Microcrack evolution in the single trabeculae 
model and the core model show similar trends in terms of microcrack area evolution in that 
anisotropy delays crack initiation and reduces microcrack area accumulation rate, Figs 6 A and 7 
A. In the single trabeculae model, however, all damage is due to a single defect, while in the core 
model multiple microcracks occur, Fig. 7 B. The energy dissipation in the core, Fig 7 C, is thus a 
cumulated measure over all microcracks while in the single trabeculae this measure only accounts 
for a single microcrack, Fig. 6 B. Transverse microcracks were found to initiate from the trabecular 
surface and thus are always associated with the location of maximum strain. For linear microcracks 
the spatial association with the location of maximum strains depends on the tissue heterogeneity. 
If a trabecula is homogeneous in elastic properties the microcrack location is not associated with 
the maximum strain. However, if the tissue elastic properties are heterogeneous, microcrack 
location and maximum strain location are closely associated. This explains the experimental 
findings of microcrack-strain association measured in (Goff et al., 2015). 

The present model approach can be useful in studies of the effects of various osteoporosis 
treatments on bone microcrack evolution (Allen and Burr, 2007). This can be accomplished by 
treatment related parametric modifications of model input parameters. Furthermore, the model can 
also be used in studies of biomedical devices such as bone screws. Thereby, this present approach 
would augment prior demonstrated approaches (Wirth et al., 2012) with information in local 
damage evolution.” 

Recent nanopillar compression experiments (Luczynski et al., 2015; Schwiedrzik et al., 2017) 
have demonstrated modulus to strength ratios in the range of 50 to 100. Considering that these 
values where obtained on nanopillars which often exhibit size dependent strengthening and the use 
of a 0.4% off set criterion for the strength, it is argued that the modulus to strength ratio of 500 
provides at least a lower bound value. The present implementation of the extended finite element 
method with multi-site cracking did not allow for microcrack coalescence or intersection. 
However, at the loads considered here, microcracks were still of dilute concentration and no 
interaction was near occurring. The tissue anisotropy was transversely isotropic but no principle 
barrier exists to a fully orthotropic extension of the model. There is no principal limitation to the 
extension of the model to incorporate such data if available in the future. Microcrack formation 
was exclusively predicted by either the maximum principal stress or the maximum nominal stress 
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criterion. A model where the two criteria compete could further elucidate the microcrack formation 
process and demonstrate the competition between linear and transverse microcracks. However, as 
linear microcracking is a major morphology noted in various studies, the present model and the 
maximum nominal stress criterion in conjunction with the transversely isotropic orientation 
distribution appears as a viable choice for investigations of microcrack formation. 

 
5. Conclusion 
The present study demonstrated that trabecular tissue anisotropy—reflected in the spatial 
distribution of the tissue elastic response, the anisotropy of the elastic properties and the directional 
maximum nominal stress microcrack initiation criterion—plays an important role in the formation 
of linear microcracks in trabecular bone. Only if all such features are accounted for in a model of 
microcrack formation, is it possible to predict the shape and distributed microcracking typically 
observed in trabecular bone.   
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Linear microcracks in trabecular bone often follow the geometry of the trabecular 
surface A) Micrograph of a linear microcrack (arrow) stained using basic Fuchsin; B) µCT 
visualization of a microcrack (arrow) within a trabecula stained using BaSO4; C) µCT visualization 
of the microcrack (arrows) spatial distribution in a trabecular bone core stained using BaSO4. 
 
Figure 2:  Model cases considered: (a) Model case IsoHmg: the bone tissue is considered as elastic 
isotropic, failing following the maximum principal stress criterion and as homogeneous;  (b) 
Model case IsoHtg: the bone tissue is considered as elastic isotropic, failing following the 
maximum principal stress criterion and as heterogeneous; (c)  Model case AnisoHmg: the bone 
tissue is considered as elastic transversely isotropic, failing following the maximum nominal stress 
criterion with direction imposed by the fibril orientation and as homogeneous;  (d) Model case 
AnisoHtg: the bone tissue is considered as elastic transversely isotropic, failing following the 
maximum nominal stress criterion with direction imposed by the fibril orientation and as 
heterogeneous. In the schematic drawings gray scales indicate domains of constant tissue density 
and lines indicate fibril orientation. 
 
Figure 3: Analysis models and schematic of boundary conditions: (a) single trabecula model, (b) 
core model with insert showing the finite element mesh. 
 
Figure 4. Predicted microcrack morphology, single trabecula models with microcrack area 0.0015 
mm2: A) IsoHmg model and B) IsoHtg model: microcrack initiating (arrow) at the surface and 
propagating through the trabecular thickness; C) AnisoHmg model: microcrack initiating (arrow) 
within the trabecula, and with microcrack surface mostly parallel to the trabecular surface; D) 
AnisoHtg model: microcrack initiating (arrow) in the interior, and a microcrack surface following 
the trabecular surface. Insets in C) and D) depict cross-sections of the trabecula demonstrating a 
linear microcrack morphology and location. 
 
Figure 5. Single trabecula model: A) Microcrack area vs. normalized applied strain: Anisotropy 
increased the strain at microcrack initiation and delayed microcrack growth in homogeneous and 
heterogeneous models compared to the isotropic cases while heterogeneity only had a noticeable 
effect in the anisotropic model; B) Energy dissipation vs. microcrack area: The interaction between 
anisotropy and heterogeneity produced a large increase in the energy dissipation per microcrack 
area in the AnisoHtg model. 
 
Figure 6. Predicted microcrack morphology in the bone core models: A) IsoHmg model: 
transverse microcracks originating from the surface (black line) and propagating into the depth of 
the trabecula; B) AnisoHmg model: linear microcracks were predicted. 
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Figure 7. Total microcrack characteristics in the bone core models: A) Microcrack area vs. 
normalized applied strain: Anisotropy increased microcrack initiation strain and delayed 
microcrack growth, but heterogeneity reduced microcrack initiation strain; B) Microcrack area vs. 
number of cracks: Increases in microcrack area were driven mainly by the growth of existing 
microcracks in the isotropic models and by the initiation of new microcracks in the anisotropic 
models: C) Microcrack area vs. energy dissipation: Anisotropy substantially increased the energy 
dissipated per microcrack area with the effect being largest for the homogenous case. 
 
Figure 8. Location of microcracks (labeled dots) at a total microcrack area of approximately 2.5 
x 10-3 mm2 numbered in order from largest to smallest microcrack in the A) IsoHmg, B) IsoHtg, 
C) AnisoHmg, and D) AnisoHtg models demonstrated anisotropy alters microcrack locations and 
heterogeneity alters microcrack area distributions. Transaxial loading direction equals the z-axis. 
 
Figure 9. Individual microcrack growth curves for the A) IsoHmg, B) IsoHtg, C) AnisoHmg, and 
D) AnisoHtg models demonstrated that while for all models the total microcrack area was driven 
by a small fraction of the total microcrack number the initial crack dominated the isotropic models. 
The initial microcrack is denoted by lines with markers and the darker the line the earlier the crack 
initiated. 
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